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Information dashboards are increasing their sophistication to match new necessities and adapt to the high quantities of generated data 
nowadays. These tools support visual analysis, knowledge generation, and thus, are crucial systems to assist decision-making processes. 
However, the design and development processes are complex, because several perspectives and components can be involved. Tailoring 
capabilities are focused on providing individualized dashboards without affecting the time-to-market through the decrease of the 
development processes' time. Among the methods used to configure these tools, the software product lines paradigm and model-driven 
development can be found. These paradigms benefit from the study of the target domain and the abstraction of features, obtaining high-
level models that can be instantiated into concrete models. This paper presents a dashboard meta-model that aims to be applicable to any 
dashboard. Through domain engineering, different features of these tools are identified and arranged into abstract structures and 
relationships to gain a better understanding of the domain. The goal of the meta-model is to obtain a framework for instantiating any 
dashboard to adapt them to different contexts and user profiles. One of the contexts in which dashboards are gaining relevance is 
Learning Analytics, as learning dashboards are powerful tools for assisting teachers and students in their learning activities. To illustrate 
the instantiation process of the presented meta-model, a small example within this relevant context (Learning Analytics) is also 
provided. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In a recent survey about information dashboards [1], Sarikaya et al. stated the following: “Visualization dashboards are ubiquitous.”  It is 
clear that these tools have become essential in nearly every process that involves decision-making. Dashboards support knowledge 
generation by composing different views and perspectives of data, allowing users to extract patterns and reach insights about a target 
domain visually. 
But in the previously mentioned survey, another characteristic about dashboards arose: the fact that they are very different tools, 
both in terms of their visual perspective and their functional perspective [1]. This means that dashboards can appear with varying 
designs and features, depending on the users, datasets, and contexts they need to give support to.   
It is this number of potential contexts in which a dashboard can be framed, and the number of possible user profiles that could use a 
dashboard what makes them complex tools that need extensive design phases. 
One specific context that will be addressed in this paper is Learning Analytics (LA). Learning Analytics dashboards are increasing 
their popularity, given the potential benefits that they can provide to their stakeholders (teachers, students, etc.) [2]. But, as well as in 
other contexts, several users can present very different motivations and can be driven by different goals. Teachers could be more 
interested in summaries or how their students interact with each other, while students can be more interested in their individual results 





Figure 1: The user’s section of the meta-model. 
The variety of contexts and users is one of the main reasons to search for (and employ) paradigms that accelerate the development of 
dashboards without neglecting individual user experience and specific requirements. 
However, it is not trivial to build a one-size dashboard that can adapt itself to evolving necessities and contexts. Customization, 
personalization, or adaptation are some of the most employed approaches to manage individualization regarding user interfaces. These 
approaches use generic solutions that can be explicitly configured to fit into new contexts and match new requirements [3]. 
Among the methods used to configure these tools, the software product lines (SPL) paradigm [4, 5] and model-driven development 
(MDD) [6, 7] can be found [8-12].  
By abstracting common and high-level components of information dashboards, it is possible to boost reusability and decrease 
development times.  
But another benefit of these approaches is the possibility of mapping features and abstract classes into concrete code, thus being 
possible to generate information dashboards automatically. 
Identifying abstract features and arranging them into a robust meta-model is the first step to accomplish the benefits above. This 
paper describes the application of meta-modeling to obtain a set of high-level characteristics that can be applied to any dashboard.  
Through the analysis of the domain using domain engineering, commonalities among dashboards are identified and connected to 
provide a generic dashboard structure that can be instantiated to match specific contexts. 
The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the methodology followed to develop the dashboard meta-model. 
Section 3 presents the information dashboard meta-model. Section 4 discusses the meta-model elements, followed by section 5, where an 
instantiation example in the LA context is shown. The final sections present the discussion and conclusions derived from this work. 
2 METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Meta-modeling 
The methodology employed makes use of meta-modeling. Meta-models are artifacts from the model-driven architecture paradigm [6, 7].  
These artifacts allow capturing high level and abstract concepts, enabling a better understanding of the problem's domain. Meta-
models are also useful to document and represent in a structured manner these concepts. This methodology fosters the development of 
general rules, constraints, structures, etc., for a set of related problems by abstracting commonalities and associations found in particular 
domain's instances. 
The dashboard domain is complex, because several elements and technical properties can be involved, and these specific properties 
could be crucial to improve user experience and knowledge generation.  
There is a huge diversity of dashboards in terms of features, design, interaction, or tasks that they can support. However, as it will be 
explained in the next sub-section, by using a domain engineering approach, it can be possible to extract commonalities among these 
tools and arrange them into abstract models. 
These abstract models can be mapped to concrete products, according to the OMG four-layer meta-model architecture [13]: meta-





In this work, the presented dashboard meta-model is an M2 model (an instantiation of the M3 layer, using MOF language), which, in 
turn, can be instantiated to obtain dashboard instances. 
2.2 Domain engineering 
Domain engineering [14] is based on knowledge reuse regarding some specific domain. This approach is an essential phase of the 
software product line (SPL) paradigm because it allows planning how different core assets and components will be built to boost 
development processes and decrease the time-to-market of different products from the same domain.  
Dashboards can present several features, as mentioned before, but among all the types of dashboards that exist, there are shared and 
common properties that can be identified. 
After studying the problem’s domain, all these shared properties can be abstracted into a set of conceptual classes and relations 
among them, obtaining a simplified representation of the problem’s domain. 
3 THE META-MODEL 
The following section presents the proposed meta-model. This model can be divided into three main elements: the user, the layout, and 
the components. The most complex part is the abstraction of the components because they can present information, static resources, 
interactivity, etc. By analyzing different dashboards and visualization taxonomy studies, a decomposition of potential dashboard's 
components is presented. 
3.1 The user 
First of all, the user is the driver of the dashboard, and the whole individualization process is based on his or her characteristics and 
goals. These elements will influence the dashboard’s components to match the user’s needs.  
The section of the meta-model that addresses the user is presented in Fig.1. As can be seen, goals involve a series of specific tasks, and 
characteristics can be preferences, disabilities, knowledge about certain domains, visualization literacy, and different kind of biases. 
These elements have been previously discussed; for more detail, refer to [15]. 
3.2 The layout  
The layout section (Fig. 2) addresses the structure of a dashboard. Dashboards can be composed of different pages, with different 
containers (rows or columns) that hold different components. 
3.3 Components 
The dashboards’ components are complex elements because several parts and possibilities are involved. 
First of all, a component in a dashboard display does not have to be necessarily a visualization. It can also be a control that can handle 
several visualizations at once (e.g., global filters).  
On the other hand, some of the dashboard's containers can hold graphical resources (e.g., images or illustrations) or text, to provide a 
context to the displayed information or instructions about how to employ the tool. But in the end, the main components of dashboards 
are the information visualizations that present the domain's data. 
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Figure 2: The layout’s section of the meta-model. 
A visualization can be affected by global controls, and also by "local" controls (i.e., controls that only affect that specific visualization). 
This distinction allows having control of visualizations both on global and local levels, thus letting users explore data more freely. In this 
case, a control is understood as any explicit handler that allows modifications on visualizations at any dimension: displayed data, design, 
visual encoding, etc. 
Moreover, a visualization can be decomposed in lower-level elements that are shared among all the potential instances. That is why 
the meta-model reflects that a visualization is composed of one or more primitives. The "Primitive" class is a high-level class that 
encompasses different elements. 
These elements can be axes, annotations, marks, and resources (images, text, etc.). But before detailing the mentioned low-level 
components, it is important to clarify that the visualizations' local controls can affect these primitives; as introduced, a control allows the 
modification of the visualizations, that is, their primitives, which are who hold the actual information. 
In addition, a visualization’s primitives can also be modified by the available interaction methods. For example, a visualization that 
allows zooming will change the primitives (specifically, the axes, the scales, and, therefore, the visual marks' encoding values) when the 
interaction method is employed. Once these classes and associations have been clarified, each primitive will be detailed. 
First, one of the most important primitives regarding visualizations is axes. Axes contain information about the scales and thus, about 
some channels that can influence a visual mark, as it will be explained. Axes can take different forms, which are encoded as a meta-class 
attribute (type); for example, an axis can be linear or radial, presenting curvature in its presentation.  
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Figure 3: The components’ section of the meta-model. 
 
Axes can be labeled to clarify their role or the variable being represented. A meta-class Label is included in the diagram to reflect this 
fact. 
On the other hand, an axis is always associated with a unique scale. A unique axis cannot represent more than one scale at once; 
however, a scale can be represented in several axes, providing redundant information, for instance. 
Scales have a domain, a range and a type, the last referring to the nature of the data. Given the data properties, associated scales can 
be linear, ordinal, nominal, logarithmic, etc.; the selection of a proper scale is essential in the information visualization field, so the 
mentioned attributes are necessary for the meta-model. In addition, these attributes are common to any scale, so they are worth to 
include in an abstract representation of an information visualization. 
Scales can be associated with a legend to improve the understandability of the visualization. 
Relevant visualization elements have been explained so far, but their backbone is the visual encodings of data, that is, the marks that 
contain actual information about different data variables. 
There are popular terms to refer to data elements, but the most used among the literature are marks and visual channels or visual 
encodings [16-19]. 
Marks can be items or links. Items represent nodes, points, series, zones, etc., and links represent connections, containments, etc., 
among items [19]. 
Marks represent data variables contained in a dataset or the outcomes of operations (arithmetic operations, aggregations, etc.), based 
on the PTAH meta-model presented in [10]. To visually represent the values, these can be encoded through different channels: position, 
size, length, color, opacity, angle, curvature, etc. The same channel can be employed to encode different marks. Channels are associated 
with a scale, which will map a variable's or operations’ values to specific channel values.  
Annotations are also taken into account in the meta-model, as they can be crucial elements in declarative visualizations, where the 
main focus is on explaining values rather than on exploring them [20]. Annotations can refer to different marks, and a mark can be 
affected by zero or more annotations. 
Regarding the previously mentioned operations, it is also important to bear in mind the role of the different variables that might take 
part in an operation. For example, an aggregation would have groups and a target. For this reason, an association class (RoleVarOp) that 
models the role of a variable within an operation has been included. Moreover, a recursive association in the Operation class has been 
modeled to support chained operations between variables. 
Finally, datasets can be associated with different domains. The Domain class is, in turn, associated with the meta-class Knowledge 
presented on the user’s section of the meta-model in Fig. 1. This relation captures the familiarity that a user can have in terms of the data 
being represented. 









Figure 4: Possible instantiation of a network diagram to present students’ interactions among them. 
4 META-MODEL INSTANTIATION 
As mentioned before, the main advantage of developing a meta-model is the subsequent instantiations that can be derived from it. These 
instantiations enable the possibility of obtaining concrete dashboard instantiations for any context and user profile. 
A small example in the context of LA dashboards is provided in this section to illustrate the instantiation process. LA dashboards are 
gaining relevance because of their potential benefits in learning processes, supporting not only teachers but also students in reaching 
insights about learning experiences. 
A very recurrent visualization on this context is network diagrams to gain insights about how students interact with each other in 
discussion forums, assignments, or different kind of activities. Interaction data has been used mainly as a social-related indicator [21]. 
This kind of visualization can be useful for teachers to identify clusters and understand how his or her students work. The main goal 
could be to "explore patterns regarding students' interactions." 
A simplified network chart can be instantiated as in Figure 4 using the meta-model. 
The instantiated network graph presents students' interactions through connections between circles, in this case. Each circle would 
represent a student who is positioned based on the number of interactions with other students. Students that interact a lot with each 
other would be closer, and students that don’t interact at all would be isolated.   
This is one possible instantiation of a network chart for LA, but other components could be added, like a new channel for each circle 
that encodes the total number of interactions of each students using a color or size channel. Also, the connectors could have other 
channels to encode each interaction or any other kind of relevant data.  
5 DISCUSSION 
A meta-modeling approach is applicable to the dashboards domain, given its complexity and the necessity of extracting shared features 
to improve design and development mechanisms, also improving the quality of these tools.  
Regarding the development of the meta-model, several factors have been taken into account to ensure the identification of common 
properties and elements — first, the user. Users are the drivers of dashboards; these tools are designed to reach their goals and assist 
their decision-making processes, so they are an unquestionable part of dashboards. To include the user in the meta-model is crucial to 





Users have different attributes that might entirely influence a dashboard’s configuration. As exposed in [1], "the intended use of a 
dashboard drives the choices in its visual design and functional affordances." This statement reflects the relevance of the users' goals in 
the process of developing dashboards. On the other hand, users' characteristics should not be underestimated. Currently, biases, visual 
literacy, and domain expertise are being treated as crucial factors that influence dashboards' and visualizations' effectiveness [22-31].  
User preferences must also be included to give users the freedom to tailor their own dashboards, and any disability (eye diseases, 
hand tremors, etc.) that might influence the user experience must be a relevant factor for adapting the components to improve 
accessibility [32, 33].  
Regarding the elements of a dashboard’s components, several elements have been identified and detailed in section 3.3. 
Representing the channels is crucial because several studies reflect the relevance of choosing a proper encoding in specific contexts to 
enhance perception [18, 19, 34]. Axes and scales are also necessary to ensure an appropriate representation of data through visual marks 
[35, 36]. Other resources, like labels, legends, and annotations, have been included, given their contextual role in information 
visualizations [37]. 
The purpose of having a meta-model is not only to understand such a complex domain but to developing an artifact that can be 
instantiated into concrete dashboards. Concrete dashboards would be useful to create a generation pipeline of these tools, thus 
automatizing the process of developing tailored dashboards based on the user, domain, tasks, etc. 
Other solutions based on the model-driven paradigm or the software product line paradigm also made use of dashboard meta-models 
[6, 8, 10]. However, these meta-models are more focused on data properties and user roles than on the dashboard’s elements and their 
relationships. Of course, data properties and user roles are crucial to choose a right visualization method, but adding common elements 
regarding dashboards’ features allow a fine-grained understanding on how dashboards can be developed through the composition of 
generic pieces. 
By abstracting dashboards’ components, it has been possible to identify high-level features that are shared among any type of 
dashboard, obtaining a generic dashboard that could assist the automatic generation of tailored products. 
The instantiation example helps illustrate the approach taken. As it has been shown, a complex domain such as Learning Analytics 
can benefit from the meta-model to account for stakeholders' characteristics and for the nature of the data. 
The main strength comes from the generic structure and properties of the meta-model, which enables its application in a variety of 
distinct domains. 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
A dashboard meta-model has been developed to capture high-level requirements and elements found in the complex domain of data 
visualization. 
The dashboards domain and its related literature have been studied to extract shared elements present in these tools. The identified 
elements have been arranged in a meta-model that can be instantiated to obtain concrete dashboards’ models. 
Future research lines will involve the refinement of the meta-model through the addition of constraints, rules, and design guidelines. 
These additions seek the support of an automatic generation of concrete dashboards by instantiating the meta-model. Finally, the meta-
model must be validated through case studies. 
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